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Behavior modifying chemicals for insect pest managemelat: Apphcatislass of pheromones 
an6 other attractants edited by R. L. Ridgway, R. M. Silverstein and M. N .  Inscoe. 
Marcel Dekker, Inc., 270, Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10016, USA, 1990, 
pp xvii + 761, $234. 
The level of soph~sticat~on achieved by insects in using chemicals as messengers in both Inter- and intra- 
specific commurucation remains unsurpassed by any other group at organisms. Chemicals are used by 
insects in locating plant and ani-ma1 hosts, recroitrnent to food sources, trail following, deicnse and sexual 
attraction. Effective communication based on chemicals has, at least in part, contributed to the immense 
succeas enjoyed hy insects in occupying a phenomenally wide range of niches T h a r  success continues to 
be vicwed as a hurdle by man to his own attempts a t  monopolismg biological resources. In an effort to 
clear the hurdle, man with his supenor abilities as a manipulator of the environment unleashed a whole 
range of tonic chemicals on insects. Insects, however, soon iought back and insecticide-rciisunt strain5 of 
several species nccessitated gea tcr  use of pestlc~des whtch in turn poisoned the biosphere both insects and 
man share The failure to contain insect pests led to an intensified search for alternatwe strategies to 
tackle inscct populations. The most promising altermtwc strategy was to disrupt chemical can~munication 
and strike at the very root of the ecological success enjoyed by insects. 

The search for chemicals that would disrupt insect behavioor, particularly those that would mterfere 
with mate-finding and hence reproduction were triggered off by the pioncering study of Rutennadt and 
hls coworkers in 1955'. The initial euphoria which saw pheromones as a safe panacea for all Insect pest 
problems saw an unprecedented explosion of literature in applied entomological research. It however did 
not take long for ~escarchers to realise that progresb was slow and that research programmes in insect 
pest management using pheromones in general lacked direction. The book under revlew owes Its origin 
to an international symposium aimed at ubtaming a critical evaluation of several aspects of lnszct pent 
management using behamour-n~odifying chemicak. That such a leview had indeed become a necessity is 
reflected in Silverstem's remarks on the response of his colleagues to pheromone research which ranged 
fronl 'contained optimism to contamed pessim~sm' (Part I, Chapter 1). The reaaons for such a response 
are therc for us to see in the pages of this volume. 

Reviewed in'this volume are efforts made in thc past three decades in the use of pheromones m pest 
management Both successes and failures are presented in the form of case studies which cover orchard 
pests, forest pests, crop pests, stored product pests and livestock pests. This is preceded by a fairly exten- 
sive discuss~on on the princ~ples behind the use of pheromones in insect pest management. Scientists apart, 
the book also addresses policy makers and marhetmg personnel loo! It can also serve as quick reference 
guide on regulations that govern development, registration and use of pheromones worldwide. 

The chapters. 35 in all, are divided thematically into scven parts. Part I ,  Principles of research and 
developmenr, comprises ten chapters covering t o p m  that include monitoring, attraction-annihilation, mat- 
ing disruption, chcrnical analysis, controlled-release formulations, d~spenser design and methods to econom- 
ically syntheslse pheromones and other attractants. The last chapter covers the transfer of technology to 
the end-user, a vital but often neglected area of applied entomology and also the policy changes that may 
be needed to widen the use of pheromones in insect pcst management. 

Parts 11 to V present case studies of inscct pest management programmes wing pheromones. The chap- 
t e n  are of vaiiable qualiry hut written by authors who are not only directly involved with respective 
research programmes but are also acknowledged experts in their awn fields. n e s e  chapters offer a very clear 
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account of factora that underlie the success and lailure of each cdsc study presented. Elght chapters 
Part TI review the attempts made in the management of hort~cultural crop pests. Part I11 in four chapten 
cover, the inanagcment of forest pests, by far the most successful cases of insect pest-management pmg. 
rammes based on pheromonea. The most successful pest-mandgcmcnt campaigns using pherumonaa agarnst 
crop pests or more preasely cotton pests are extensively rewewed In Part I V  (five chapters). The chapter 
on rice stem borer, another malor pert causing senous crop losscs in ncc. should be of spcc~al intercst to 
researchers m Asia. Part V (three chapters) covcrs the use or behavmmmodifying chemicals agamt stored 
grain pcsts and insects of vetennary and medical Importance. Pheromones are most useful in insect 
monitoring and the success in using them in direct insect pest huppresslon IS rare. It is clear from these 
chapters that success s achieved in dmct pest auppresslon only under a set of lather stringent conditions 
and success attributed to luck and contammants in the pheromone blend (Chapters 11. 12 and 19) 

The use of pest control or pest-management chemicals is under strict regulatory controls in most coun- 
tries of the world. Phcramones and other behoviour-modifying chemicals, unlike msecticides, are never in 
contact with the crops or crop produce they protect lrom lnsecta and are non-toxic, yet they contlnue to 
be treated as pestlades by regulatory agencies This has often impeded the progress of research and 
develapment of bahaviour-mod~fymg chemicals at every stage. Unless wdc-ranging policy changes are 
made the very agencies that regulate the use of pesticrdes in order lo protect the environment will end 
up delaying the process of sultch over from toxic pesticides to safer plant-protection chemicals such as 
pheromones. Policy matters relating to the regulatory aspects form a major theme of Part VI, the second 
largest with eight chapters and luaOfiably so! The last chapter is a massive compilation of all the arthropods 
far which pheromones or other sex attractants have been described 

%IS volume with such diverse topics a chemictry, insect behaviolrr and marketing is not going to he read 
from cover to cover even by thosc who swcar by pheromones. My own recommendation to all those who 
are wncemed wth insect pest management 1s that they read the last part (one chapter) by Heinrich Am fint 
hefore they go on to other chapters that Interest them This e preasely what 1 dld and realised that his ex- 
cellent summary of thc sympo&ium ha pcrhaps not left much for the reviewers of this book to wmment upon 

There are still a few issues the symposium faib to address. The suppression of pest population can have 
serious impact on thc population d natural enemies. It is Important to show if pheromones are dllierent 
from in7ecOcides in this regard. Surprismgly, thls important aspect. although briefly discussed in some 
chapters, does not appedr to have been given its due by researchers. The case studlcs with the exception 
of one chapter is biased heady towards ago-ecosystems (large monocultures) which are amenable to thc 
use of pheromones. Other agro-ecosystems such ac those in the developing world are mosaics of several 
different crops which would czrtamly bring down the efficacy of pheromones smce a coordination of 
area-wide appl~cation of pheromones would be much more difficult to achieve under such conditions. It 
would also be interestmg to see if such systems could indeed be used to enhance the efficacy of 
pheromones especially if some cropping systems are modiiied to have a few trap crops. Hopefully, in the 
comlng years these questions would be senausly addressed leading to a more effective management of 
insect pests using pheromones. One of the major reasons attrrbuted to failurc in evaluating pheromone 
studie5 is that large and homogenous areas are o£tcn not available for rephations and meaningful statistical 
canlparisons. One way out of this would have been computer aimulationb and theoretical studies which 
are conspicuous by their absence in this volume! 

In short this is still an excellent and comprehensive rewew on the state of art in the use of pheromones 
in i ~ i e ~ t  pest management The greatest strength of this book lies in very clearly defining the problems 
that continue to hinder progress of a more widespread use of pheromones which are certainly morc 
enwonment friendly. Whether they are cost effcctme in comparison to tnsectxides contrnues to be debat- 
able. This book should achieve the objectives set out by the editors who arc to he congratulated an their 
effort. It should serve as a gude and source book of information to researchers, administrators and 
extension personnel for many ycan to come. 

A common bibliography for all the chapters would have fincreased the editorial effort but reduced the 
bulk of the book and perhaps the cast. At the present price even libraries would shy away from buying 
this volume unless they specialist in applied entomology. 
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Gene mapping techniques and applications edited by Lawrence B. Schook, Harris A. 
Lewin and David G. McLaren. Marcel Dekker, Pnc., 270. Madison Avenue, New 
York, NY 10016, USA, 1991, pp 352, $172.50. 

Analysis of human genome is one of the hot topia in biological research today. After a great deal of 
debate m the western countncs, the Human Genome (HUGO) project is already underway to sequence 
the human genome and also obtain a physical mapping. Such an information, aithough of academic interest 
today, is very valuable for biomedical applicauons in the future In this direct~on, it is very essential that 
newer techniques are developed to achieve the goal set in the human genome-mapping endeavor. In fact, 
one can see that over the last few years several new techniques have been developed. These 
techniques are not only helpful for the human genome mapping but also for the analysis of other genomes 
like yeasts, bacteria, nematode, Drosophila and mouse systems. In this direction, this book has attempted 
to put together all these new techniques of genome analysis and has discussed the possible applications. 

This book edited by Drs Schook, Lewin and McLaren has an excellent foreword by Dr Charles Cantor, 
the Director of the Human Genome project justifying the need for the analysis of the genomes. He has 
rightly pointed out that although the DNA sequence information of Homo saprens would be very valuable, 
such information from other specles is essential to have a better understandmg of the regulation of gene 
expression. The impact of the newer techniques is already being felt in biomedical research applications 
in terms of restriction-length polymorphism among normal and disease states, DNA finger printing and its 
applications in forensic medicine and pedigree analysis. 

This book is broadly divided into three sections. The first is devoted to discuss the various strategies 
for gene mapping. The first chapter by Jame Homack discusses the importance of comparative gene 
mapping He has also gwen an account of the number of genes that have been mapped in various eutherian 
mammals and also some of the homologous gene loci mapped m humans, cattle and mice. The 
second chapter by Morris Seller describes some of the theoretical aspects of mapping quantitative trait 
loci. There is a chapter by Hetzel on the importance of genome mapping in domestic livestock. The 
chapter by Nelson on the curent approaches on identifying linked markers to diseased gene 1s very well 
presented. 

The second section deals mainly with various gene-mapping techniques. The hypemaiable minisatellite 
DNA sequences which were originally described by Alec Jeffreys and coworkers are now being extensively 
used in studying the genetic polymorphism between individuals. These sequences are also used by people 
involved in animal breeding as discussed by Dr Michael George. Yet another technique which is used 
extensively in gene mapping is pulse-fieid-gradient electrophoresis. Its application to physical analpis of 
bovine major histocompatibility complex has been discussed in detail. In addition to physical mapping of 
genomes, the classical cytological technique of in-ria hybridization of chramosomes has been refined in 
great detail. 

The basic technique for this purpose has been lucidly presented. In all of the gene-mapping studies, the 
final step is the linkage analysis. The data obtained have to be carefully analysed to obtain a linkage map. 
The strategies involved in data analysis have been discussed in an excellent chapter by Lathrop er al. 
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The thxd and final section is devoted to some specific examples wherein the gene-mapping techniques 
have been successfully employed. The examples include plant genetic Improvement, human chromosome 
mapping, prolactm gene family, infectious diseases in animals. The final chapter in this section discusses 
some of the strategies that are being employed for the improvement of animal production using the data 
obtained from gene-mapping techniques. 

1n summary, this book puts together some of the recent advances in the technologies developed in gene 
mapping and their applications. The chapters are well selected and the reader will get both the principles 
behind the techniques and also the actual procedures involved therein. Although this is an excellent book 
to be housed in the library of any university, I thmk the price ($150) is on the high side. 

Department of Biochemistry 
Indian Institute of Science 
Bangalore 560 012. 

Soil analysis: Modern instrumental techniques edited by Keith A. Smith and ~ h r i s  E. 
Muliins. Marcei Dekker, Inc., 270, Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10016, 1991, 
pp viii + 672, $180. 

This is the second and enlarged edition of the book with the same title by Keith A. Smith. Four new 
topics, v u . ,  Inductively coupled plasma-spectrometry (ICP), Ion chromatography, HPLC and NMR spec- 
troscopy have been included in this edition apart fiom the 11 chapters contained in the first edition. A 
notable feature of this revised edition is the emphasis on microprocessors as an integral part of the instm- 
mental techmques for system operation and data acquisition. This is highly significant in that it reduces 
the operating costs and operator errors. 

Analytical chemistry as a science has changed its character in recent years. Rather than developing as 
a separate discipline it has become an integral part of several subjects which requre the.aualysis of 
particular components of a given matrix. Thus, we have inorganic analytical chemistry, organic analytical 
chemistry, bioanalytical chemistry, environmental analytical chemistry, etc. The common thread in all 
these analytical sciences is instrumentation. No matter which component is to be analysed or pretreatment 
method employed, the final analysis is accomplished almost invariably by a suitable instrumental method. 
This has led to a peculiar position in that the analyst should not only be knowledgeable in his field of 
research but also in the instrumental aspects such as operation, maintenance and data mterpretation, etc. 
Therefore, it is desirable that a single source book should provide all these inputs to the researcher. in 
this context the volume under review is of considerable impoflance to the soil and plant chemists. 

The text is organised in 14 chapters covering various insuumental methods of analysis. 

Chapter 1 describes atomic absorption and flame-emission spectrometry including graphite furnace and 
hydride generation techniques. Chapter 2 covers the inductively coupled plasma techniques with atomic 
emission and mass spectrometry. Chapter 3 is devoted to ion-selective electrodes covering several types of 
membrane preparations for cations, anions, gaseous contaminants, pestiodes and herbicides. 

Chapter 4 deals with continuous flow, flow injection and discrete analysis techniques which can be 
coupled to spectrophotometen or AAS or ICP, etc. The possibility of automation for analysis, data capture 
and subsequent computations makes this technique very attractive for routine work. Chapter 5 refers to 
the ion chromatographic techniques using ion-exchange resins and conductivity detectors for simultaneous 
determination of cations or anions. 

Chapter 6 describes automated combustion techniques for the determination of C, N and S. Several 
commercial instruments permitting rapid estimation of total C, N and S have been evaluated for soil 
analysis. Chapter 7 describes the use of X-ray fluorescence analysis for the qualitative, semi-quantitative 
and quantitative analysis of various elements in soils. This is also a good technique for a quick estimate 
of any unusual element that may be present in soils. 
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Chapter 8, 9 and 10 deal with nuclear, radiochemical and isotope ratio techniques for the analysis of 
soil elements. Induced radioactivity 1s useful for the determination of minor and trace elements. Isotope 
ratio technique is a cost-effective method compared to mass spectrometry, though it may not be as precise. 
Nevertheless, much worthwhile tracer research can be accommodated adequately using OES. Use of mass 
spectrometry for the determination of ' ' ~ 2 ,  ' 'N'~N, and I5N2 ratios in soils is described in Chapter 11. 

Chapter 12 describes the use of GC for the analysis of soil atmospheric gases such as CO, NO, Oi, 
SO,, CO:, CHI, HCHO, etc. Chapter 13 excluswely deals with the determination of pesticides using 
HPLC. This underlies the importance of these environmentally objectionable compounds and their metabo- 
lites in soil analysis. 

Chapter 14 attempts to bridge the gap between NMR spectroscopist and soil chemist for the analysis of 
soil functional groups. This important technique has not yet attained the status of a routine analytical tool. 
Proton, '", %, "AI, "N, "P NMR are certainly useful for soil characterization and it e expected that 
NMR techniques and NMR imaging will find more widespread applications in future. 

The coverage of all instrumental technrques is quite exhaustive including theoretical aspects, instrumental 
details and applications to soil analysis. Interesting experimental details (e.g., analyte irradiation for two 
weeks with 252Cf source for NA; p. 416) do get mentioned wherever appropriate. Literature survey is 
extensive covering contributions up to 1988. Typographical errors do exlst, but they are far too few. I 
strongly recommend this book for soil chemists as well as analytical chemistry students. Priced at $180, ~t 
cannot serve as textbook hut is eminently suitable as a reference source for research organizations. 

Department of Chemical Engineering J. R. MUDAKAV~ 
Indian Institute of Science 
Bangalore 560 012. 

Emulsion polymer technology by Robert D. Athey. Marcel Dekker, Inc., 270, Madi- 
son Avenue, New York, NY 10016, USA, 1991, pp 320, $126.50. 

It is said that when a process or formulation has more than seven components, then one is dealing with 
the art of control, rather than engineering or science. Involving a dozen or more components, emulsion 
polymerization is perhaps more an art than a science. This is also borne out by the fact original researchers 
in the development of emulsion polymerization were mostly transplanted paint chemists or adhesive 
chemists trying to develop emulsion polymers for paint or adhesive formulations, physical or analytical 
chemists trying to understand the process using some of the techniques they knew from their fields, or 
organic chemists who were brought in and taught emulsion polymerizauon so they could get new products 
On the market. Thus, it is not surprising that for many years the makers of emulsion polymen in industrial 
laboratories were essentially formulators, usmg a variety of commercial products in a rather Edisonian 
approach to making a good latex. 

NO one discipline can be the basis for understanding the complexity of emulsion polymerization and the 
theory is far from being fully developed. This notwithstanding, the emulsion polymer industry has grown 
enOImOusly over the past 5&60 years in response to the growing demand for emulsion polymen or latexes 
as commercial entities. To a manufacturer of emulsion plymers, the need is thus not so much for erudition 
as for simple explanation of operating mechanisms involved In the physics and chemistry of polymers and 
colloids as they apply to emulsion polymer manufacture and use. EmulsiDn polymer rechnology by Robert 
D. Athey Jr meek the need for such a book. It is a book that speaks directly to the users, such as the 
mill engineen in paper mills, the chemists in paint or textile plants, the lab person, and the formulator. 

The presentation in the book has been organized along several lines of logic, comprising, on the whole, 
an integrated common language approach to a complex industrial material set. The first section deals 
briefly with the basic ~ r i n c i ~ l e s  of colloid and polymer science with some practical observations On latex 
preparation. The second section covers the common monomer systems used in making latexes, with some 
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guidelines as to the type of lare; properrles which can be evpected The third sectmn recommends the 
and teatme schemes the producer or user may kind useful 111 p~oblem solwng Thc last ccction 

deals w~!h addilncs fur the iormulated product, 2nd some pitlalk m thcir use. 

The field of industrial emulsion polymers is very brond and hcterogencous. A factor contributing to the 
heterogeneity of the field is the variety of *idcly dlfkring applications In different ~ndus t rm,  and as the 
"scrs in those differing industiles do nor communicate to each other or read each other's technical or 
trade journals, the mycrery of emulslon polymer only deepens, creatlng a 3ubstantial opportuntty lor the 
cansultant for cross-fertllnation of ~deas. Thc present book is a fine illustration of thu pomt. The authm 
speak\ authuntatwcly on vaiious practical problems of emuislon pol~rncrizalioii drawing from his vast 
experience m the field. Hlr fiequcnt use of first person singukir number in diacusaiom in the text conveys 
a feeimg of authority and pcrumal mvolvement In the transfer of inowledge to the rcader. The book 1s 
refreshingly different from any other book un emulsion polyrnenzatlon. 

Department of Chemical Englneermg 
Indlan institute of Science 
Bangalore 560 012. 

Foundations of software technology and theoretical computer science edited by C. E .  
V e n i  Madhavan. Springer-Verlag G m b H  & Co. K G ,  Postfach 105280, D-6900, 
Heidelberg 1 ,  1990, pp 339, DM 47. 

This volume canlains the proceedings of nine Fessmns and two invited talis a1 the Nlnth confcrcnce held 
at Bangalore, India, durmg December 1989 

The first icssion on graph algorrthma contains four papcrs The first presents a linear time algorithm 
for the recognition of PJ-reducible graphs and the conrtructio~~ of their corresponding tree representations. 
The second uses a previously establlrhed derandomiration technique to arnve at an NC algorithm for the 
parallel appraxmatian of the maximum weighted cut problem. (The p~oblem is NP-complete). The third 
gives a linear time algo~ithm for recognizing planar k-trecs and planar chordal graphs, and shows the 
equivalence of maximal outcrplanar graphs and hamiltmian 2-trees. The last paper presents optimal paral- 
lel algorithms for finding thc maximum dependent  set. minrmum cover and inmimum dominating set for 
crcular-arc graphs. 

The second session on logic programming begirls with a paper on the algebraic properties of multivalued 
and para-consistent logcs. It provide5 necessary and suffic~ent conditions for two multivalued logic pro- 
grams to be subsumpt~on equivalent. The second paper deala wth  an auto epistemic (AE)  log^ that can 
be used to reason about incc,mplere knowledge, self knowledge and negatrve mformat~on. The AE closure 
of a knowledge base ir showu to be free from thc inconsmency problem and thc logic-impurity problem 
thal are associated with the uonmonotomc closure? oblained hy using predicate completion and closed 
world assumptions. Thc rcmamng two papers dial w t h  the declarative semantics of logic programs The 
first of these two introduces a new notron 'quasi-mterpretat~on' T'he semanucs of a logic program is 
defined by predicate corn~lerion of the least fix~oinl of a continuous ooerator on auasi-intcluretauons. 
The second presents a transformation syslem for deductive database (DDB) modules and shows how such 
a System preserves sever4 data-depcndencv mopertlcs of a DDB. The notion of stratificatmn compatibility . . . .  
IS used to characterire equivalerice under perfect model semantics. 

The Mssion on distributed computing contains three papers, the first on a distributed graph algorithm. 
The second investigates the imposslb~hty of solving certam problem in an unrelmble distributed system 
where multiple processes may fail. The thad descnhes a control theory approach. viz., an adaptive 
regularor approach for the design of load-sharing algorithms. 

7 h e  fourth sescinn on concurrency has a paper an algebraic compositional semantics for a schema of an 
object-oriented semantics which models existing features such as dass hserarchies polymorph~sm and 
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concurrency, the semantm being defined in a classlc denorational style. The second paper is a sound 
and complete sxiomatiiation of event structures w h ~ h  are il poset-based model of distributed systems. 
The logic presentcd is a tcmporal logic augmented by tmo unary modalitics to express choice and 
concurrency. The last paper is on a class of finite CCS processes called purely parallel processes 
motivated by practical problems ~n verificarlon: two applications of chi\ theory on verifying a key 
distribution protocol and deadlock checking for systolic programs are prescnted. 

The papers on software technology hegin with one on a scheme and language$ for annotating prog- 
rams within the framework of which operations like execution. partial evaluat~on, opt~mization, etc.. 
can be performed. 'The second papcr 15 on algebraic software development concepts for module and 
configuration families which enahle ?oftware dcngners to keep track of structural and historical re- 
lationships between the components of a system as thcy cvolvc ovcr t m e  

The session on complcvity and analysis of algorithms contains four papers. The first studies the 
extent to whlch the theory of pos~tive reductions remains Intact when their global robuatncss assun~ption 
is removed. The second proposes a schcme for qucry evaluation with nulls which satisfies completeness 
and is also tractable. Thc third paper analyses the theoretical performance of tbe RETE pattern- 
matching algonthm using the theory of generating funct~ons. The last paper In thls session looks at the 
'Frobenius problem' which is stated as follows: Gwen n natural numberr a, . . . n, such that their 
greatest common dlvisor is 1 find the largest natural number that is not exprcss~ble as a linear combi- 
nation of them. The problem rs known to be NP hard. The paper gives a polynominal time algorithm 
for any fixed n. The result is achievcd by provmg an exact relation between the Frobenius problem 
and a geometnc concept called the 'covering radlus'. 

The session on geometric algorithms begins with a paper on an efficient implicit data structure for 
path testing and searching in rooted trees and forests. The study is restricted l o  partially ordered sets 
whose Hase diagrams are trees. Ellicient solutiuna are given to the problem of finding out if two 
elements are incomparable and finding the father of an element. The second paper presents an 
algonthm to compute a convex decomposmon of a non-convex polyhedron of arbitrary genus. The Past 
paper considers the gate nratrir layout problem for VLSI design and improves the time and space 
complexity of the existing algorithm tor Its exact solutmn. 

The last session on VLSI has two papers. The fir... I \  on thc parallel parsing of a subclass of context- 
free languages on a one-way lmear array of identical finlte state machines. The second shows a lower 
bound Of (I' (n)) on uniswitch energy and (13'2(n)) for rnultiswitch energy on the energy time product 
ET in a VLSl computation of a tunct~on where I(n) is the information complexity of the functron. 

The first invited paper by Mathai Jascph (University of Wanvick, UK) discusses somc of the prob- 
lems encountered in designing correct real-time systems and emphasizes the need for developing a 
sound theory and a method far the design of real-time programs. 

The second inwted paper by M. Hennessy (Universrty o l  Sussex, UK) describes a proof system for 
a version of CCS (calculus of communicating system) augmented by value passing. The system is sound 
and complete with respect to a denotational semantics based on acceptance trees. 

This conference is the major annual conference in theoretical computer science in India and as can 
be seen from the topiw of the papers described above, it plays an important role in disseminating 
information about the state-of-the-art results within the theoretical computer science community in the 
country. 

Department of Computer Science and Automation 
Indian Institute of Science 
Bangalore 560 012. 

Pnm SHANKAR 
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Cempoter md communication systems performance raaodelhg by Peter J. B. King. 
Prentice Hall international Series in Computer Science, Prentice Hall International, 
Simon Schuster International Group, 66, Wood Lane E t ~ d ,  Hemel Hempstead, 
Hertfordshire HP2 4RG, UK, 1990, pp xiv + 245, $16.95. 

is an introductoq book on queueing theory. There are a few scattered applications to thc performance 
analysis of computer systems and a chapter on the local area networks. Therefore, in that sense, the title 
of the book is a little misleading. The mathematical requirements are rather modest, an acquamtance with 
introductory probability and discrete state-space Mark& chains 1s sufficient. Because af this, GIIGI1,l 
queue has not been included in the book. 

The first chapter provides the basic notation and introduction Some bark results on probability theory 
and stochastic proccsscs are contained in the next two chapters. Little's thcorem has been proved in quite 
generality in Chapter 3 and has been repeatedly used in the rest of the book. Chapters 4 and 5 develop 
some basic queueing thcory providmg the stability condition p < 1 for MIMI1 queue (it has not been 
shown for WJGYi queue), the stationary queue length distribution of M/Ml and the mean waitmg nme 
and queue length for MiGI11 queue. A few variations like M/MI1 queue with finite waiting room or finite 
population are also treated m Chapter 4. The basic method used throughout the book is to write the 
bdmce equations and solve them whenever possible to obtain the stationary queus-length distributions. 
This has been possible because the arrival process has always been assumed Poisson and embedded Markov 
chains have heen considered whenever the natural stochastic processes are not countahle state Markov 
chains. One nice addition to Chapter 4 is a section on discrcte time queues which are usually ignored in 
queueing theory books but have proved very useful in the modelling of communication networks. Also, 
in Chapter 5 ,  Pollaczek-Xhmtchine formula has been dcrived In three different ways which is illuminating. 
But PASTA property has really not been mentioned or proved as such although has been stated as 
Knitchine's argument. The derivation of residual life time in Sectlon 5.4 is not conlpletely rigorous, a 
comment in this regard should have been included. 

Chapter 6 covers MIMI1 and WGU1 queua w~th breakdown and Chapter 7 is on priority queues. The 
development m Section 6.2 on MIGiI queue with breakdown is not satisfactory. The conditions for existence 
of stationary distributions have not been proved. Also, PASTA and regenerative xguments havc been used 
without comment. This kind of analysis, so typiical in the research literature on communications networks and 
computer system analysis, can Lead to wong conclusions and is very dangerous in an introductory book. 

Chapter 8 provides the Laplace transform of waiting time and busy-period distributions of an MIGUl 
qucue. Obtaining Laplace transforms of various distributrons of interest 1s another recurring theme in the 
book. This technique is useful and provides moments which may not be easy to obtain by other techniques. 
In the last para on page 89, limit of mean of workload process is taken which requires justificalion. 
Chapter 9 provides queue-length distrihutlons for W C  system where the serves may have dxfferent 
speeds. Chapter 10 is titled Networks of queues and covers open and closed Markovian networks ending 
with BC MP networks. It would have been nice if Kelly networks werc also included since they model 
communication networks more realistically and do not require any more technical machinery. Chapters 11, 
12 and 13 provide computational algorithms for product-form closed aueueine networks, a~~roximat ions  . - . . 
and hounds for non-product queueing networks and numerical algorithms to eviiuate the stationary dis- 
tributions of Markov chains. The coverage of these topm is quite exhaustivc and most of the well-known 
techniques have been covered. On top of page 151, the arrival theorah for closed queueing networks is 
not properly printed. An arriving customer finds the stationary state of the network with itself removed 
rather than the mean state as printed. The last chapter m the book is on performance analysis of local 
area networks, covering ALOHA, CSMA and ring networks. The analysis provided is somewhat primitive 
and dated. 

In conclusion, although the selection of topics and the mathematical requirement$ are appropriate for 
an introductory book, the theoretical development should have been more carefully done. In addition to 
the examples quoted, there are several other instances in the hook where more caution could have been 
exercised. It is particularly important for an introductory book because the engineering and computer 
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science students develop then mathematical skills from such courses only and they can form faulty notions of 
proofs from reading these books. 

Department of Electrical Engineering 
Indian Institute of Science 
Bangalore 560 012. 

Coherent detection at minameter wavelengths and their applicatan edited by P. 
Encrenaz and C. Laurent. Nova Science Publishers, Inc., 283, Cornmack Road, Suite 
300, Cornmack, NY 11725-3401, 1991, pp 510, $85. 

During the last one-and-a-half decade a remarkable progress has been made in the field of m~llimeter-wave 
radio asuonomy. Due to rapid advancement in the technology, many telescopes operating m millimeter and 
submilLimeter wavelengths were desiped and commissioned. The present book is a good summary of the 
advancements made in the field of mm-wave radio astronomy. The book baslcally is a collection of d~fferent 
lecture cotes delivered in the symposium held under Les Houches series. Most of the papen were delivered 
by European astronomers and scientists, except a few from Scotland and USA. It contains a variety of papen 
ranging from mm-wave devices to milhmeter wavelength astronomy, and the papers can be broadly divided 
into five subjects; the principles of mm-waves, mm-wave devices and receivers, radio astronomy principles and 
telescopes, mm-wave astronomy and atmospheric physics, and mm-wave applications. 

The very k t  chapter, starting with a dehinon of submillimeter and far-infrared, discusses various aspects 
of mm-wave detection. Fundamental aspects of noise, etc., are discussed in the chapter at an introductory 
level. The next few chapters are devoted to mm-wave devices like Schottky d~ode, SIS m e n ,  Josephson's 
junction, etc., for detection of mm-wave signals. The articles also discuss vanous design and developmental 
aspects of low-nose mm-wave receivers. A chapter on IRAM radio telescope highhghts the state of art of 
the mm-wave telescopes. Except for a few typographical mistakes like 'surface accuracy : < 70 m rms', the 
article gives a good feel for the challenges one faces while develop~ng millimeter-wave telescopes. The following 
chapter on 'interferometry' is basically a condensed verslon of synthesis imaging workshop proceedings pub- 
lished every 2-3 years by NRAO, USA. Starting from the definition of visibility coefficient the chapter 
touches upon various aspects of synthesis imaging princ~ples and techniques. Later chapters are devoted to 
millimeter wave study of earth's atmosphere and celesual bodies. A study of ozone layer which is gettlng 
depleted due to pollution in the earth's atmosphere a wried out in detail. The chapters also provide a fairly 
detailed summary of the molecular line spectra in the millimeter and submillimeter-wave band obsewed from 
various planets and their satellites. The book concludes with a small chapter on industrial applications of waves. 

In all, the book is quite informative and broad based. It gives a good feel for the subject and gives a 
flavour of state-of-art technology required for developing mm-wave systems. It can certainly be rewmmended 
as a reference book, put its cost is prohibitively high from individual's wllection point of view. May be a 
paperback edition will make the book more affordable to developing muntries and thus increase its circulation. 

Department of Electrical Engineering 
Indian Institute of Technology 
Powai, Bombay 4W 076. 

R.K. SHEVGAONKAR 

Numerical analysis for integral and related operator equations by S. Prossdrof and 8. 
Sibemam. Birkhauser Verlag, CH-4010, Basel, Switzerland, 1991, pp 560, SFr 228, 
Indian orders to Springer Books (India) Pvt Ltd, 67, Community Centre, Panchsheel 
Park, New Delhi 110 017. 
The subject matter of the book is linear ~ntegral equations and their appmxhation. Integral equations arise 
in a wide variety of situations. m y  appear directly when we wish to model nonlocal phenomena such as 
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action of a potential responding to spatial distance. phenomena of memorles (nonlocalncss in time), col& 
ston phenomena as in Bolmann equation (nonlocal operation m the velocity space), Fourier decomposi- 
tion (nonlocalness is wave number space). They also appear ~ndirectly when we Invert differentia: operators 
representing local phenomena; one example being the boundary integral formulation of a boundary-value 
problem and another one is the method of Inverse scattering to cite a few examples. Thx underlines the 
importance of the study of integral equations and their approx~mation. 

Schwam's Theorem m the theory of distribution asserts that any operator in L(0.0') is an integral 
operator and there is a kernel associated with it. Integral operations can be classified with respect to the 
vanous properties of the associated kernel: 
- smooth kernel (e.g., Fredholm operator) 
- nonsmooth kernel (e.g., sngular integral operator) 
- supporr is suitably restricted (e.g., Volterra-type operator and integral operator on a fixed mterval) 
- group invariance (e.g., operaton of convo~utibn and Mellin types) 
This book deals with certain examples in one dimension from each category. 

There exist malnly two kinds of treatment of these equations: (a) Complex variable methods wh~ch lead 
usually to exphcit solutions, and (b) Functional analytic techniques which are more amenable to approxi- 
mate solutions. It is the second approach on which are based the various methods of approx~mation 
suggested in this book. Their methods are not based on the so-called variational formulation of the problem 
as in Ciarlet' and Dautray and Liansyeven though they touch upon it). The main idea is to regard the 
given equation as an operator equation in a certain Banach space. Most of the algorithms are based on 
this formulation and so do thelr stability analysis. This is more In the spirit of Mikhlin and Prossdatf3. 

The umque feature of the book is the analysis of the stab~lity of various approximations of operator 
equations in Banach spaces. The new notion introduced is the symbol of the method of approximation. 
The role of the symbol in the resolution of various pamal differential equations uslng pseudo-differential 
calculus is well known. But the introduction of approximate symbol in numerical analysis is relatively new. 
This is one of the f i s t  books where one can find extensive treatment of t h s  concept and its exploitation 
in the stability of various approximating procedures. No doubt that its importance will be emphasized and 
highlighted in future development of numerical analysis. 

In this book, one finds a lor of application of the notlon of approximate symbol in the context of 
integral equations. Indeed necessary and sufficient conditions for the stability of the schemes are formu- 
lated in terms of the approximate symbol. These conditions amount to the invertibility of certain operators. 
The whole machinery of Banach algebra techniques developed in this book, including localization 
techniques, goes into the proof of these stability conditions. Firstly, the authors present these in an abstract 
functional analytic framework and later apply it and develop it further in various examples of schemes. 
These include finite sectlot?, collocation, Galerkin and quadrature methods. This analysis remams compli- 
cated technically in spite of the painstaking efforts from the authors in its presentation. Non-specialists 
may tend to avotd it in the first reading. Hence its immediate use for physicists,, engineers and other 
applied scientists is doubtful. 

After this general outline let us describe the content of the book in some detail. Preparatory material 
from functional analysis and some elements of approximation theory are presented in Chapters 1 and 2. 
The topic of discussion in Chapter 3 is integral equation of Fredholm type. Convolution equations are 
mated in Chapters 4 and 5 .  Chapter 6 is again of prelimnary nature and introduces various notions 
regarding sinylar operators and pseudo-differential operators. Chapter 7 presents new techniques and 
tools of stability analysis which are mentioned earlier. This has been pursued in Chapters la-13 with other 
approximating methods and other equations. The stability analysis done in L2-based spaces has then been 
extended to Hdlder spaces in Chapter 8. In Chapter 9, the authors treat singular integral equations on 
intervals whereas in other chapters the main discussions centre around singular integral equations on the 
unit circle. 

In summary, the book is recommended for researchen in the field of numerical analysis who have 
adequate knowledge of functional analysis (including Banach Algebra) and approximation theory. 
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Applied numerical method with software by Shoichiro Nakamura, Prentice-Hall Inter- 
national, Inc., Engiewood Cliffs, NJ, USA, 1991, pp xiii+570, $16.95. 

This is a standard textbook written for engineering and sclence students at an introductory course level. 
The contents are arranged in thirteen chapters and a set of eight appendices. The book addresses tradi- 
tional topics such as interpolat~on and curve fitting to measured data, numerical integration and differen- 
tiation, matrix algebra, ordinary and partial differential equations. These methods of numerical analysis 
are well known for a long time and are therefore time tested. The pros and cons of using a given 
numerical algorithm is explained in terms of easily understandable examples. Ar the current level of 
development and advancement of science and technology, this textbook contains minimum amount of 
proficiency one expects from a student coming out of any decent undergraduate program. Accordmg to 
the author, the objective is to provide with easily understandable numerical algorithm plus sofhvare which 
can be tested readily on a microcomputer by students having minimal knowledge of mathematics. The 
reviewer feels that the book meets this objective fairly weU. 

It would have been better if Chapters 3, 4, 6, 7 and 10 were extended with some additional numerical 
algorithms. Norable omission in Chapters 6 and 7 is related to singular value decomposition and its appli- 
cations. Likewise, Chapter 10 should have included a section on method of weighted remduals, and shoat- 
ine methods. These have become standard recioes in the oresent-dav world. However. as the title aotlv . . 
states, the book tries to teach simple numerical algorithms in a practical way without shedd~ng tears. Those 
individuals who are interested in latest develooments and the ~ieotous treatment of the subject, soecificall~, . . 
the most important aspects like enor handling, convergence and stability are advised to look for other 
sources. 

In summary, t h ~ r  1, a ver) uwful tertbook for und:rb.rddualc engjnerrmg nnd g n d u m  srlznce ilujents 
The a\,allabilm of rhe PC-ponnbl: suwxurc ~thouch nor proviJe~ along ~ l t h  this book) certaml! hc.pr to 
improve its utility further by hastening the process of learning. 

Department of Aerospace Engineering 
Indian Institute of Science 
Bangalore 560 012. 

Probability, statistics and design of experiments edited by R. R. Bahadur. Wiley 
Eastern Limited, 4835t24, Ansari Road, Daryaganj, New Delhi 110 002, 1990, pp 
736, Rs.450. 

Statistin is one of the few scientific disciplines where India has wnsistently maintained a prominent pre- 
sence. m, according to some, was due to our having got into the field when it was still very young. 
Thanks to an early exposure to frontline research in the then young discipline, Indian statisticians made 
many lasting wnmibutions. In no small measure was this due to the leadenhip of Prof. P. C. Mahalanobis, 
Prof. C. R. Rao and their colkagues and successors who built a strong statistical tradition in the Indian 



Statistical Institute and the University of Calcutta. One of the 'fmds' of Prof. Mahalanobls was Prof. R, 
Cnandra Bose who. in his long career spanning over four decades and two countries, made importar 
contributions to design of experiments, combinatorics (this ~ncludes d~sproving, along with S.  S. Shrikandc 
a conjecture of Eoler) and coding theory (he is the 'B' of the BCH codes). After his demise in 1987, 
conference an probability, statistics and design of experiments was held in his honour In New Delhi o 
Dec. 27-30, 1988 The volume under review constitutes the proceedings of this conference. 

The volume contains fifty-SIX contributions, alphabetically arranged authorwise, on diverse topics i~ 
probabliity and statistics. The spectrum of toplcs is as wide as it can get. On the one hand, one has rea 
applied statistics like the analysis of the effect of a drug. On the other, one has srochastic processes a 
their abstractmost, as in quantum stochastic calculus. The large number of contributions and the diversit' 
of topics makes it impossible to give any detalled assessment of the coiltents (not to mention the fact tha 
such an exerctse would need a probabilist or statisticlan of except~onal breadth, which I am not). Therefon 
I shall give only a random sample of contents, hoping that it conveys the flavour of the volume (it') 
statistics, after all). Some of the contnbutlons are: Central limit theorem for Polya urn scheme by K. B 
Athreya, On the optimality properly of the Wald SPRT for stationary Markov processes by B. R. Bhat 
An extension of the method of images for a cons:mction of reflecting diffus~ons by Bhattacharya anc 
Waymire, Optimal sampling strategies for defect detection in case of defect interference by Tapas Chandra 
and B. K. Sinba, Martingale problems associated with the Boltzmann equation by Horowitz and Karau- 
dikar, Robustness of block designs by Kageyama. Azema martingales and quantum stochastic calculus by 
K. R. Parlhasarathy and so on. 

Going by what's familiar terrain for me and extrapolating therefrom (once again, it's statistics, after 
all!), this is undoubtedly a conference volume of substantial quality and will remain useful for much longer 
than what most conference proceedings tend to. Also, the breadth of 11s coverage makes it ilseful to a 
wide audience. One feels, however, that the organizat~on could have been improved somewhat. Instead 
of following a blanket alphabetical order, it might have been more convenient for a user if the papen 
had been classified under a few broad categories and listed alphabetically within each, separately. Also. 
in conferences in honour of someone it seems customaly to include a brief professional biography of the 
penon in the proceedings. Such a thing is curiously missing here. 

On the whole, a fitting tribute to Prof. R. C. Bose 

Department of Electrical Engineering 
Indian Institute of Science 
Bangalore 560 012. 

An introduction to differential equations and linear algebra by Stephen W. Goode. 
Prentice-Hall, Simon & Schuster International Group, 66, Wood Lane End, Hemel 
Hempstead, Hertfordshire HP2 4RG, England, 1991, pp 644, $ 20.95. 

As the title indicates the book is on an elementary exposition of ordinary differential equations and linear 
algebra. Let us first get through the book. Chapter 1 concerns with the usual material concerning fmt-order 
differential equations, like separable equations, Bernoulli's equation, etc. Initial value problem is just 
mentioned. Chapter 2 stans with otthogonal trajectories followed by growth and decay problems with a 
few applications. Chapter 3 deals with matrices and matrix algebra. The main stress in Chapter 4 is on 
the Gauss elimination and Gauss-Jordan elimination procedures to solve a system of h e a r  equations. At 
the end, the inverse of a matrix is described. Permutation is introduced to describe the determinants in 
Chapter 5. This chapter includes the concept of a minor, rank of a matrix, adjoint and also the Cramer's 
rule to solve a system of linear equations. 

The mdiments of linear vector spaces virtually starts after a long lapse of 180 pages in Chapter 6.  Usual 
concepts of the vector spaces like subspaces, linear combination, linear span, linear dependence and 
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anse out of this modelling process, of cause keepmg the prcsentalion at an clementary level An attempt e 
finally madc to mterpret :iie outcome of this ngorous andys~s In terms of :he undeilymg physlcal phenomcnon. 

Each chapter contains reveral clearly explained i-xamples and also several exarcires Smce the prereqois- 
ites for this book are m~nimnl, this makes the present book Ideal far a first course in partlal d~fferential 
equations for poat-gnduatc and hlgher level courses in the mathcmatlcs departments o i  indun univerai:ies 
and inmtutionr andlor for an advanced Level course ;n engineering and ot!m department\. 

The prerequisites for a goud understanding of this book are very modest. A good knowledge uf calculus, 
basic theory of ord~nary differential equations including some \pecial functlona, linear algchra, mtegral 
transforms and some clementary concepts in the theory of Hllbert spaces (expansion in terms of an o r  
thonormal basis, etc.). IEnowlsdge regarding special functmna. lntcgral lianaforms and Hilbcrt spacra is 
required while dealing with mitin1 boundary-value problems via the method uf separation uf variables 
(Fourier method). Though a knowledge of elliptic (.lime mdepcndent') partial ddferential equations (for 
example, Lapiace equation) I S  essential in the itudy of panial differcntral equations of evolution type, this 
has been convemently avoided In the prcsent book hy restricting the analys~s to one space variable or 
considering only the radial situation ~n case of more than one space variable. However, a d~scussion on 
elliptic equations in the picsent book would have been very much welcomed. 

A description of the contents of each of the fivc chapters in the book is as fdiows: 

Chapter 1 stans by hnefly.discussing about mathematical models All the notations used in the hook 
arc gwcn. A dcar dcsa~ption of thc rnathcmatical problems that arisc in the treatment of modcl cquations 
is presented. Several results tram calculus. Hilhert space theory and auxiimy msults concerning special 
functions and lntegvl transforms that are used In the course of the book are hsted. 

In Chapter 2, first~order cquations and systcms arc treated. Here, some nanlmear equations from fluid 
dynamcs and lraific~flow problem are also discussed Equations and systems in one and severill space 
vanables are considered. The method of characteristics, the main tool to study the first-order equations 
and systems. is V C ~  clearly expiamed. 

Chapter 3 deals wlth second-order hgperholic equationc and systems. ,Mostly, wave and telegraph equa- 
tions arc considered and only the case of one space variable has becn treated at length. The disn~ssion 
of more gancral systcms and [he case of mure than one spacc variable is very brici. However, the energy 
inequalities. one of the powerful tools in the \tody of hyperbolic problems, is very clearly explained. 

Chapter 4 essentially deals with many aspects of thc heat equation in onc space variable. Thc case of 
many vanables har becn discussed in exctcises. The manmum pnnciplc for the saimons of the heat 
equation is also explained clearly Each  top^ is discussed at length and clearly explamed. 

In Chaptsr 5 ,  a very bnef discusrion of beam and plate (only radial case) equations and examples of 
fourth-order equations are considered A more detailed treatment of these equations like the ones m 
Chapters 3 and 1 would have been proper. 

The book under review ih certacnly a welcome addition to the library on part~al differential equations 

TIL-R Centre 
IISc Campus 
Bangalore 560 012. 

Fii te  mathematics and its application (Fourth edition) by Larry Goldstein, David 
Schneider and Martha Siegel. Simon and Schuster International Group, 66, Wood 
Lane End, Hemel Hempstead, Nertfordshire, HP2 4KG, England, 1991, pp 747, 
$18.95. Indian orders to Prentice-Hall of India Private Ltd, M-97, Connaught Circus, 
New Delhi 110 001. 

This book is a text designed for the traditional finite mathematics course taught to first- and sewnd-year 
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college students, majoring in business and the soclal and b i o i o g d  sciences. It encompasses chapters on 
diverse topics such as linear mathematics (linear equations, matrices and linear programming), probability 
and statlstlcs and discrete mathematics. There are also chapters concerlung applications in business and 
the social sciences that relate to the above topics. 

The book is qulte readable. Sahent features include the profusion of topics, applications, worked-out 
examples and exercises as well as practice problems (which are presented and completely worked out 
immediately preceding the regular exercises). 

However, there are a few relatively minoi aspects that can be improved upon. Although the book is 
informally laid out in four parts, students would be probably benefited if each part were prefaced with a 
broad introduction. There is httle range of difficulty in the problems in the exercises. Significantly, the 
book lacks a b~bhography which could have contained references for further reading for the beneht of 
interested students. 

-The organization of chapters is, at times, rather puzzling. While Chapter 7 is entitled Probability, Chap- 
ter 8 is entitled Probability and statistics. Judging by the contents of these chapters, it probably would 
have been better to reorganize them mto three chapters, namely Probability, Statistics and Important 
probability distributions. Again, mathemat~cs of personal finance appears as a section in Chapter 11 which 
is entitled Difference equations and mathematical models while Chapter !d3 is ent~tled Mathematics of 
finance. In Chapter 13, viz., Graphs, the authors could have addressed the shortest path problem. 

Notwithstanding these relatively minor drawbacks, the book should be quite useful to both insvuctors 
of finite mathematics and to students in the social and b~ological sciences. 

Department of Management Studies 
Indian Institute of Science 
Bangalore 560 012. 

Queueing methods for services and manufacturing by Randolph W. Hall. Prentice-Hall 
International, Simon and Schuster International Group, 66, Wood Lane End, Hemel 
Hempstead, Hertfordshire, HP2 4RG, England, 1991, pp xvif476, $ 16.95. 

Queueing theory has been found to be very useful in recent years. Initially, it originated through the 
efforts of Erlang, Palm, Khinchin and Pollaczek. The original practical motivation was telephone networks. 
Major developments in the theory were started in 1950s. Especially in last two decades tremendous activity 
has been seen in the area spurred by the applicat~ons in computer communication, automated manufactur- 
ing, transportation systems, performance analysis of computer architecture, etc. Several excellent books 
on queueing theory have also been written during this time, e.g., by Borovkov, Prabhu, Franken, et al. 
The book under review is one of the latest on the subject. 

As the title suggests, it is not a book on queueing theory but rather on queueing methods. It evolved 
Out of a juniorlsenior level w u n e  the author taught to industrial engineering students. Therefore, the 
mathematical level of the book is rather modest as against the books mentioned above. Also, the coverage 
of topics is somewhat unconventional which makes the book useful in a library. 

The first two chapters of the book are introductory. The third chapter defrnes and explains the main 
properties of the Poisson process. Then some practically very useful statistical issues are addressed which 
are normally not covered in queueing theory books. Given some observations of a point process, tests are 
provided to infer if the underlying point process is Poisson or not. If it is concluded that the point process 
can be approximated by a Poisson process, then methods to estimate the rate parameter of the Poisson 
procffs are needed. Two methods, method of moments and maximum likelihood, are described in the 
chapter. Of course, in keeping with the mathematical level of the book, the properties of the estimators 
like mnsistency, asymptotic efficiency, etc., are not mentioned. 
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The fourth chapter 1s an simulation. Issues like how to simulate a Poisson process and then a queueing 
system are addressed. Then the procedures for estimation of performance parameters like mean queue 
length are descnbed and how to obtain the confidence intervals for these estimators are explained. The 
fifth chapter is on steady-state anaiysrs. This is the topic which usually occupies the major parts of the 
books m queueing theory. This book covers it in forty pages providing a few basic facts on MMil, WGIl 
queues, etc. Although 1 agree with the author that in many practical queueing systems the steady state 
may never be reached because the arrival process itself is nonstationary, this topic certainly deserves much 
more space and time. In fact, I thlnk that some time must be spent in teaching rudiments of Markov 
chain theory and blrth-death processes because these topia are extremely useful even in many other 
apphcation areas. 

The queueing systems with nonstationary arrival process are covered in Chapter 6. Starting with 
nonstationary Poisson process and corresponding statistical aspects, simulation and approximations for such 
systems are explained. Approximations are largely iimited to the use of slowly varying arrival rate (and 
hence steady-state results are applicable) and 'fluid' approximat~ons mainly assoaated with the name of 
G. F. Newell. The systems with nonstationary arrival processes are all pervasive a id  hence it is very 
important to smdy such systems. Unfortunately, very limited results are available in literature on this topic 
and this a a welcome addition to the book. 

Chapters 7, 8 and 9 are concerned with the methods of reducing delays in the queues, the main reason 
for studying queues. These chapters explain the different ways of reducing delays via making more efficient 
use of servers, persuading customers to arrive at appropriate times and via changing the queueing discip- 
line. The treatment is informative but elementary using mainly fluid approximation. This is again a topic 
which is usually not covered in queueing theory books mainly because rigorous mathematical results are 
only now becoming available in literature and it is currently a very active area of research. The mathemat- 
ical level needed to present these results will be quite advanced. Therefore, the treatment of the book is 
interesting and is a nice way to expose students to the main issues involved in this important problem. 

Chapter 10 is entitled Queueing networks. One would usually assume that at least Jackson networks 
would be covered in this chapter. But the author limits himself to analysing queues in series and parallel 
via deterministic fluid approximations. As far as general networks are concerned, he presents the analysis 
usually found in computer network books (e.g., see Bertsekas and Gallagher). This limitation is the logical 
conclusion of not introducing Markov chains in Chapter 6 .  Chapter 11 is concerned with how to actually 
form a queuemg system. 

There are very few typos and I could detect one obvious error on page 82, para 4 ". . . we know that 
probability distribution for a sum of n independent, identically distributed random variables will approach 
the normal dstribution as n becomes large. . . . the hmiting distribution for the sample mean must also 
be normal." Overall, it is a nlce introductory book on queueing theory. With the possible addition of 
some Markov chain analysis and some subsequent addition of analysis to later chapters it can be used as 
a good textbook for undergaduate comes. 
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